CLASSIC COLLECTION - DISCOVER: SUPER ORION LIGHT WEIGHT

NEW

C30-C35 Light Upland.

SUPER ORION
C30-C35 LIGHT
AND C60-C65 LIGHT
The technical design of our Super Orion
receiver which is one of the lowest in
the market has an interchangeable recoil
plate located just underneath the barrel
that confer to our Shotgun an exceptional
strength. As our over & under is one of
strongest shotgun we present today the
C30-C35 Light, a lightweight version of
our iconic Super Orion.
The choice of rough material is always a
critical step in the manufacturing process of
hunting weapons, we conducted extensive
research with our metallurgist’s partners
to offer what’s now the best in terms of
Ultralight alloy.
The selection of superalloy Fortal 7075
is not a coincidence. Recognized in many
areas of activity, such as aeronautics
and high technology sectors, for these
qualities of strength comparable to the
best steels, this superalloy also feature
mechanical elasticity which is essential on
hunting weapons. About 3 times lighter
than conventional steel, machining in
the block this new receiver and forehand
allowed us to save valuable hundred
grams to offer a lighter shotgun with near
a half Kilo less. More compact but still
well balanced, thanks to these technical
choices, robustness that forged for over

Rough receiver.

Extremely strong, this 7075 superalloy
acquires an exceptional shine after the
meticulous hand polish provided in-house,
which highlight the magnificent contrasts
of our new ornamental engraving specially
made by our skilled engraver for this new
range of Super Orion Light.
With the new PVD protecting heat treatment
made through out a vacuum deposition
process on all these mechanical parts,
with very high density multilayer deposit
improves friction and resistance against
premature aging to our Alloy receiver. This
surface treatment virtually in-scratched
and the color finish does not change as
a result of passing time, ensuring better
functioning of our mechanical parts while
opening and closing your shotgun.
The exceptional qualities of this high-end
heat treatment never used so far in the
hunting gun industry will preserve the
aesthetics of your Super Orion Light so
that it retains even in the most hostile
environments, this timeless beauty that
has forged the international reputation
of our hunting guns.

Machined receiver.

C60-C65 Light Woodcock.
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3 decades Super Orion’s reputation has
not been sacrificed.

C30 Light - Extractor
C35 Light - Ejector
Upland type
Gauges available: 12 – 20Mag with
Fixed Chokes or interchangeable
Chokes Tubes Optional
Ventilated rib with barrel lenght:
700mm (28in) or 760mm (30in)
Optional
Pistol grip or Straight stock made
out of 2 Stars walnut on C30 –
3 Stars on C35
Average weight: average 2,7 Kg
(6 Lbs) depending on gauge and
barrel length

C60 Light - Extractor
C65 Light - Ejector
Woodcock type
Gauges available: 12 – 20Mag with
Fixed Chokes or interchangeable
Chokes Tubes Optional
Plume rib with barrel length:
600mm (23 ½ in) or 660mm (26in)
Pistol grip or Straight stock made
out of 2 Stars walnut on C60 –
3 Stars on C65
Average weight: average 2,5 Kg
(5Lbs 19oz) depending on gauge
and barrel length
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